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An old body has been found in the water treatment plant and a mystery rises to hover over Abby's

Grandmother, Hazel Morgan. To make matters worse, Hazel refuses to talk about anything that

happened thirty years ago, casting suspicion that she might have been involved in the murder. Abby

is forced to move quickly in order to discover the truth. But will the dark secrets she uncovers help,

or will they just make things far, far worse?
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This is the second book in the Red Pine Falls Series and another huge success for Angela

Blackmoore. Abby Morgan has settled in with her grandmother and is recovering from having

already helped solve one murder when another dead body is found in the tiny hamlet of Red Pine

Falls. Although some of the plot line is a bit unbelievable.... Abby taking on the State Police and a

corrupt Senator is a bit farfetched but I can overlook that as the book itself is so well-written. Love

the characters, love the evolving friendship/relationship with Gabe (Abby is a widow enmeshed in

her grief when she first moves to Red Pine Falls), it's nice to see the characters and their



relationships developing in a realistic way through each new installment in the series. (I've read all

but the last one that is not available until the end of the month. But you'll get no spoilers from me!)

Occasional typos but otherwise well done and well edited. I'm a huge fan!

I am enjoying this series. I always am a little apprehensive when I start a new series. I was anxious

at the beginning of the first one Hot tea and Cold murder, when it seemed like the story was going to

get too wrapped up in the death of the spouse of the leading character, Abby Morgan, but luckily

that is not the case. Abby quickly settled into the small Red Pine Falls community and finds a new

best for in a cafe owner,a handsome forest ranger friend, and a nice doctor friend. In the first book

so much happens to Abby, that you can't he!p but pick up the second one. This book is very fast

paced, and a delightful read as you get to know more about the past of Red Pine Falls and all of its

characters. Abby is constantly getting into trouble and you are anxious to find out if she is going to

solve the mystery or keep getting shot at. I am enjoying these easy reads with great twists at the

end of each book.

Angela Blackmoore is a very talented writer. Her story is well written with interesting characters.

While the main character is a young woman still getting over the heroic death of her husband a year

and a half earlier, she is full of life and adventure. Living with her husband's grandmother who is

also an understanding and lively person, she some interesting adventures. What I enjoyed most

about the story is the range of ages it represented accurately as well as a love interest and the

mystery. It also helps that at the end of the next book is a teaser that peaks your curiosity for the

next book in the series. All in all an excellent cozy mystery.

Skunks and buried treasure-what could be better? Abby is a believable character with foibles and

deep localities. A fast paced plot this book was a pleasure to enjoy

Fun book, great and mostly lovable characters, and the story left me feeling good. I enjoyed the

mystery, and the " done it" part. Loved book 1 , and really looking forward to book 3! This author

makes reading fun, thank you!

A cozy mystery you'll want to read through nonstop! The setting & the people make the story come

alive. There's a lot of action & emotions, laughter & tears that keep everything together &

interesting!



A story is always good when it links the past with the present, and a family secret is revealed. Some

misspelled words and spelling mistakes, a couple of misplaced words but otherwise good.

Love this series. The characters are developing and there is a fun mystery to be solved. Definitely

looking forward to the next book.
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